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The newly redesigned ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i, 
based on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform, combines 
mobility and performance for the ultimate 
productivity experience in today’s hybrid work 
environment. Powered by 11th Gen Intel® Core™

vPro® processors with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics, the 
ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i is built to deliver improved 
speed and intelligence1 while maintaining 
outstanding battery life.2 Enabling up to 32GB 
LPDDR4x RAM alongside dual Thunderbolt 4 
ports for faster processing, this powerful machine 
lets you tackle every task with confi dence.  

Get state-of-the art connectivity with new 
WiFi 6E and optional 5G to drive new levels 
of e�  ciency wherever your desk takes you. 
And with added security features like voice 
recognition, the new Power-on Touch MoC 
Fingerprint Reader, upgraded hybrid FHD IR 
webcam with privacy camera shutter, and 
optional human presence detection, the ThinkPad 
T14s Gen 2 i ensures your data stays yours.

1Source: Intel. As measured by industry benchmark and Representative Usage Guides testing and unique features of 11th Gen Intel®

Core™ i7 processors that power designs, which are co-engineered as part of Intel’s comprehensive laptop innovation program 
Project Athena then tested, measured, and verifi ed against a premium specifi cation and key experience indicators to ensure 
unparalleled user experiences. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/Evo.

2Battery life will vary and depend on numerous factors including product confi guration and usage, software, operating conditions, 
wireless functionality, power management settings, screen brightness and other factors.
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ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS CONNECTED

The ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i includes productivity-enhancing features like WiFi 6E 
and 5G, delivering faster data rates and lower latency for higher performance, and 
Modern Standby, which enables the machine to wake in one second and connect to 
the internet one second later. 

FUN MEETS FUNCTION

The ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i is designed to make work a pleasure and downtime 
even more so, with display options that include a stunning UHD display for a vibrant 
viewing experience paired with a user-facing Dolby® Audio™ Speaker System for 
enhanced sound.

SECURE CONFIDENCE

With an updated suite of ThinkShield security solutions built in, the ThinkPad 
T14s Gen 2 i protects your data with features like the new Power-on Touch MoC 
Fingerprint Reader, human presence detection, integrated PrivacyGuard display, and 
webcam privacy shutter. Plus, Intel® Hardware Shield, available exclusively on all Intel 
vPro® platform-based devices, delivers integrated hardware-based PC protection for 
more secure business productivity. 

STYLED FOR SUCCESS

An evolved carbon fi ber design plus a new Storm Grey aluminum fi nish option 
with tone-match keyboard make the lightweight ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i the perfect 
business package, delivering premium beauty and function.

Lenovo ThinkPad T14s GEN 2 i

performance
The ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i is built to perform 
with up to 11th generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro 
Processors, up to 32GB LPDDR4x (4266MHz) 
memory, and up to 2TB of storage.

connectivity
Thanks to features like Modern Standby—
wake in one second, connect to the web in 
another—and new WiFi 6E capability, the 
ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i is always ready to go.

design
The refi ned premium Storm Grey aluminum 
fi nish option and user-facing audio with larger 
speakers make the new ThinkPad T14s Gen 2 i
look and sound as stunning as it performs.



performance
PROCESSOR 
Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® Processors 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
Up to Windows 10 Pro 

GRAPHICS 
Integrated Intel® Iris Xe Graphics

CAMERA 
HD IR hybrid camera with webcam privacy shutter
FHD IR camera with webcam privacy shutter2

MEMORY 
Up to 32GB LPDDR4x (4266Mhz)

STORAGE 
Up to 2TB PCIe Gen 4 SSD 

BATTERY 
Up to 14.5 hours1, 57Whr battery (MM18) 

AC ADAPTER 
Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge) 

AUDIO 
User-facing Dolby® Audio™ Speaker System 
2x Far-fi eld Microphones 

connectivity 
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS 
2x USB-A 3.2 
2x Thunderbolt™ 4 
1x HDMI 2.0
1x Audio (headphone and microphone combo jack) 

WIFI 
WiFi 6E WLAN 802.11 AX
WiFI 6 WLAN 802.11 AX2

LTE 4G CAT12
5G (LTE CAT20)
LTE CAT4 for PRC only 

NFC 
Yes2

DOCKING 
Thunderbolt™ dock
USB cable dock
Side mechanical dock

security 
Power-On Touch MoC Fingerprint Reader 
dTPM 2.0 chip
Webcam privacy shutter
ThinkPad PrivacyGuard
Nano Kensington™ lock slot

design 
DISPLAY 
14” FHD IPS (300nit)
14” FHD On-Cell IPS Touch (300nit)
14” FHD IPS Low Power (400nit)
14” FHD IPS PrivacyGuard On-Cell Touch (500nit) 
14” 4K UHD IPS (500nit) with Dolby® Vision™ 

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H) 
Starting at 327.5 x 224 x 16.14 mm / 12.89 x 8.82 x 0.64 in

WEIGHT 
Starting at 1.28kg/2.83lbs

KEYBOARD 
Optional backlit keyboard with 1.5mm stroke
115 x 61mm TouchPad

COLORS 
Black

CERTIFICATIONS
EPEAT® Gold
ENERGY star 8.0

optional services 
PREMIER SUPPORT 
Bypass phone menus and scripted troubleshooting to access 
advanced-level technicians with the expertise needed to 
quickly diagnose and solve problems. Get a consistent point 
of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is 
professionally managed from start to fi nish.3,4

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP) 
Protect your investment from operational or structural 
damage caused by common accidents like drops, spills, or 
electrical surges. This protection plan helps with predictable 
budgeting, minimizes unexpected repair costs and provides 
signifi cant savings relative to the cost of non-covered repairs.3, 

4

WARRANTY EXTENSION 
This fi xed-term, fi xed-cost service helps you accurately 
budget for PC expenses, protect your investment, and lower 
the cost of ownership over time.3

1Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies signifi cantly with 
settings, usage, and other factors. Projected up to 12 hours using MM18. O�  cial 
claims/fi nal results TBD. O�  cial results will be available at results.bapco.com at 
product launch.
2Optional
3Up to 5 years total duration
4May not be available in all markets
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accessories

THINKPAD USB-C DOCK GEN 2 PN: 40AS0090xx

Lenovo understands that modern business depends on a 
wide variety of PC’s and even brands to meet the needs of 
the work-from-anywhere workforce. Broadly compatible, 
this dock expands data, power, and video, providing one 
connection with no limitations.  

LENOVO PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS KEYBOARD & MOUSE COMBO
PN: 4X30M39xxx

This combo allows you to connect both keyboard and 
mouse using only one nano USB wireless receiver. The slim, 
wireless keyboard has a responsive key feeling, and includes 
an adjustable tilt leg, numeric keypad, and spill resistant 
design. The full-size wireless mouse accommodates left- and 
right-handed users with ambidextrous fi ve button design for 
four-way scrolling. 

LENOVO 15.6-INCH COMMUTER BACKPACK PN: 4X40U45347 

Sturdy enough for the great outdoors yet stylish for the 
modern o�  ce, this lightweight, weather-proof backpack 
has the versatility for both workdays and weekends. It keeps 
your notebook, electronics, and accessories organized and 
protected in one compartment, while clothes and shoes 
fi t neatly in a separate wet/dry ventilation compartment. 
A back panel security pocket, trolley strap, and removable 
shoulder straps round out the features that make this ideal for 
professionals on the move. 


